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2018.2 was commissioned by the Irish Chamber Orchestra  

 

 

Forces:  

10 violins 

4 violas 

3 cellos 

1 double bass 

[conductor] 

  

 

Duration: 13 minutes  

 

 

Seating:  

             [Vln 5]                   [Vln 10]                                                                  

[Vln 3]    [Vln 4]      [Vln 8]  [Vln 9]     [Vla 3]  [Vla 4]   [Vc 3]  [Vc 4]  

[Vln 1]    [Vln 2]      [Vln 6]  [Vln 7]     [Vla 1]  [Vla 2]   [Vc 1]  [Vc 2]  

Position of double bass is at the discretion of the performers.  
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[PERFORMANCE STYLE/INSTRUCTIONS] 

 

Interpreting text notation and cellular material: 

This piece includes extensive use of text notation and cellular notation. In all cases, these cells of 

music or text should be treated as source material rather than as a text to be read literally. As long 

as other musical instructions (e.g. timing, dynamics) are observed, individual players can deviate 

greatly from the exact instructions within the cells (i.e. those regarding playing techniques or 

material).  

 

The openness of the notation is in part due to that making sense for the ideas being presented, and 

in part an attempt at experimenting with allowing the individual members of the orchestra great 

space to interpret and alter the piece. 

I hope that through using these kinds of notation in the way I have, I have created room for each 

member of the orchestra to exercise great freedom and express their individuality. Further to that, I 

hope that there is room for the conductor and the ensemble as a whole to put their own stamp on 

the piece in a more extreme way than is generally possible. 

 

The context for me writing this piece is a convergence between my long interest in more typical 

Western Art Music and a recent interest in text pieces such as those associated with the Fluxus 

movement.  

Cells are not often repeated. This may seem like an oversight, or a foolish attempt to save page 

turns, but actually I would encourage you to misremember the cells as the piece goes on, and to try 

and develop on what you have already played. 

A final note about this: I can easily imagine a successful performance of this piece which totally 

ignores my cells and where the players make their own ones in the spirit of what I have written – 

this would not be against my wishes! 

 

Momentum: 

Much of the score is made up of very short passages of contrasting material. It is important to find 

ways to carry momentum through these passages so that the larger structure and trajectory are 

articulated. The music should not sound like it’s stopping and starting constantly. 

 

Tuning: 

In general, major chords or arpeggios should ideally be played with very pure tuning – this means a 

flattened major third (14 cents below equal temperament) and minor seventh (31 cents below equal 

temperament). This tuning is not essential except in places where it is explicitly marked in the score.  

 

The tutti cluster chords (for example bb. 2, 6, 24 of the first half) are stacked overtones of the 

harmonic series and could also be tuned to the harmonic series – I decided not to notate it like this, 

although it was my original intention. 

KEY:

Non-standard noteheads: 

Interpret via the text 

instructions 

          segue: gradually  

         transform into the 

        next piece of material. 

  



[STRUCTURE] 

Fundamentally, this piece is an expression and exploration of its structure, which is based on 

contrasting sections lengthening and shortening in values based on the Fibonacci Series.  

 

Systematically lengthening and shortening sections of music has been a major feature of my music 

over the past 12 months, and I am exploring it for the following reasons: (a) to attempt to sow 

ambiguity in defining the difference between local changes in texture and major structural changes 

(at what point does a structural section of music become to short to hold that name?) and (b) in 

order to create highly organised but complex musical structures. 

 

The piece is made up of three movements: a first half and second half, which mirror one another in 

many ways, and a ‘trio’ section which comes in the middle. After the first half, one violin keeps 

playing their note as the rest of the orchestra pause briefly before beginning the trio. 

 

OUTER HALVES STRUCTURE: 

The outer halves are based on units one bar of 3/4 (3 seconds at crotchet = 60) in length, lasting in 

total 108 bars each (this is the sum of [1+1+2+3+5+8+13+21]*2). These movements are written 

almost entirely in 3/4 in order to clearly articulate this basic unit. A detailed graph of the structure of 

the two halves is included at the end of this document. 

 

There are two main “types” of music, which are further subdivided into elements which are further 

split in various less systematic ways , again using numbers from the Fibonacci Series. 

 

The two material types are: 

 

SCALES/ARPEGGIOS 

And 

DISSONANCE/NOISE  

 

These are set up in opposition to one another.  

 

The individual elements are divided into sections comprising only scales or arpeggios, and only 

dissonance or noise. The sizes of these sub-sections are also split in proportions using adjacent 

numbers from the Fibonacci series.  

The first half begins with long sections of the scale/arpeggio music, and ends with long sections of 

dissonance/noise. In the second half, the opposite happens. The trio section intervenes as a kind of 

deep-freeze of the longer sections of noise/dissonance.  

 

In the second half, there are new elements: Scales and arpeggios are joined by an insistent Do-Re-Mi 

figure which eventually takes over; dissonance/noise is joined both by snippets of a “noise melody” 

(taken from an earlier piece by me), and by a bass glissando. The bass glissando is a both a 

repercussion of the violin 10 part in the trio, and an analogue to the ascending bass scales at the 

beginning of the first half. 

 

 



THE GAP: 

 

The gap between movement 1 and the trio should be an extremely unusual moment. From the 

moment the final chord of movement 1 ends, the audience should have the feeling that violin 10 is 

being totally ignored by the conductor and the rest of the orchestra, and also that the player is 

oblivious to the presence of any audience or any other musicians. It should seem as if something has 

upset the natural order, and somehow one player has fallen outside the world of the piece. The 

length of the gap is to be short, and at the discretion of the conductor (perhaps the most sensible 

thing is to take exactly the amount of time between movements that would seem natural if there 

was no violin 10 part?) 

 

TRIO STRUCTURE: 

The trio is based on a unit of 2/4 in length, and lasts 89 bars. 89 is a Fibonacci number, but it is also 

the sum of two squares, both of which are Fibonacci numbers squared ([5*5]+[8*8]). The trio is 

structured with five sections of five bars and then eight of eight bars, with four types of material 

ordered in this way, to form a Rondo: [ABACA][DACABADA]. The climax of the movement comes at 

55 bars, dividing its structure into two smaller Fibonnaci numbers (55+34).  

 

The name trio comes because as I was thinking about writing it, the type of music and its function in 

the wider whole reminded me of the trios in Bruckner’s Scherzi. 

 

TONALITY: 

 

Local tonality is closely related to the material being used, with more remote keys being associated 

with dissonance/noise. Roughly speaking, my concept of harmonic remoteness in this piece is 

derived from the relative remoteness of notes in the harmonic series: each of the first 32 partials is 

rounded to the nearest semitone and used once as a key area. The most consonant 16 intervals 

which appear (relative to E) are used for the scales/arpeggio material, and the others are used for 

the dissonant/noise material. In general, both types of material begin with the most consonant 

intervals they are allowed and gradually reach more remote territory at the end of the first half, 

before heading back towards E throughout the second half. This process was not done 

systematically/perfectly, but holds as an insight into my thinking; furthermore, in some of the 

dissonant/noise sections, a tonality will be impossible to discern, even though one was named on my 

sketches. At the very end of the piece, the final E major chord slips in tuning – this was a very late 

decision, made only as the score was being typeset, but it indicates that the passage home to safe 

tonal territory was purely an illusion! 

 

Tonality in the trio is simpler, mainly moving around by ascending fourths, and seeking out 

interactions with the gradually falling violin glissando. 

 

 

 

 

  



[ERRATA] 

 

The third stave on pp. 16 + 17 (Vln 8.9. Vc. 3) should not be present – this is a copying error! 

The second stave on system two of p. 37 (Violin 6.7.8.) is redundant. 

 

pp. 16/17 - First half bar 63 and bar 64 should both have [dotted crotchet] [crotchet] written over 

the top stave (the second dotted crotchet is a misprint) 

p. 42 – [second half] b. 71: there is an expression mark missing in all parts, this should be something 

like “forte, soaring, at peace” 

p. 44 b. 84 second beat, celli – the fermata on the last demisemi is a typing error (this has been 

removed in the part!)  


